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I. IntroductionI. Introduction

It seems likely that gravity is not given by the Einstein It seems likely that gravity is not given by the Einstein 
action, at least at sufficiently high energy scales. The action, at least at sufficiently high energy scales. The 
most promising alternative seems to be that offered by most promising alternative seems to be that offered by 
string theory, where the gravity becomes scalarstring theory, where the gravity becomes scalar--tensor tensor 
in nature. In the low energy limit of the string theory, in nature. In the low energy limit of the string theory, 
one recovers Einstein gravity along with a scalar one recovers Einstein gravity along with a scalar 
dilatondilaton field which is nonfield which is non--minimally coupled to the minimally coupled to the 
gravity.gravity.

The Einstein action can be modified to include a The Einstein action can be modified to include a 
dilatondilaton term in addition to the familiar Maxwell term, term in addition to the familiar Maxwell term, 
which again gets modified by a which again gets modified by a dilatondilaton coupling.coupling.



Thus, it is worth to find exact solutions of Thus, it is worth to find exact solutions of EMdEMd gravity gravity 
and investigate how the properties of black holes/and investigate how the properties of black holes/branesbranes
are modified when a are modified when a dilatondilaton is presentis present..

Exact solutions for charged Exact solutions for charged dilatondilaton black hole/string have black hole/string have 
been constructed by many authors.been constructed by many authors.

The exact solutions are all static. Unfortunately, exact The exact solutions are all static. Unfortunately, exact 
rotating solutions to the Einstein equation coupled to rotating solutions to the Einstein equation coupled to 
matter fields are difficult to find except in a limited matter fields are difficult to find except in a limited 
number of cases ( some limited values of the coupling number of cases ( some limited values of the coupling 
constant , small angular momentum or small charge ).constant , small angular momentum or small charge ).



Recently, magnetic (electric ) charged  rotating black Recently, magnetic (electric ) charged  rotating black 
string solutions in fourstring solutions in four--dimensional dimensional EMdEMd gravity with gravity with 
LiouvilleLiouville--type potential has been constructed by type potential has been constructed by 
DehghaniDehghani ((DehghaniDehghani and and FarhangkhahFarhangkhah).).

Till now, charged rotating Till now, charged rotating dilatondilaton black hole/black hole/branebrane
solutions for an arbitrary coupling constant in more solutions for an arbitrary coupling constant in more 
than four dimensions has not been constructed.than four dimensions has not been constructed.

Our aim here is to construct exact,  rotating charged Our aim here is to construct exact,  rotating charged 
dilatondilaton black  black  branebrane in (n+1)in (n+1)--dimensions for an dimensions for an 
arbitrary value of coupling constant and investigate arbitrary value of coupling constant and investigate 
their properties.their properties.



II. Field Equations and solutionsII. Field Equations and solutions

The action of  n+1 dimensional The action of  n+1 dimensional EMdEMd gravity with one gravity with one 
scalar field can be written asscalar field can be written as

One may refer to One may refer to ΛΛ as the cosmological constant, since as the cosmological constant, since 
in the absence of the in the absence of the dilatondilaton field the action reduces to field the action reduces to 
the action of  EM gravity with cosmological constant.the action of  EM gravity with cosmological constant.



The equations of motion can be obtained by varying The equations of motion can be obtained by varying 
the action with respect to the electromagnetic field , the action with respect to the electromagnetic field , 
the metric and  the the metric and  the dilatondilaton field which yields the field which yields the 
following field equationsfollowing field equations

Our aim here is to construct the n+1 dimensional Our aim here is to construct the n+1 dimensional 
rotating solutions of the above field equations.rotating solutions of the above field equations.



The metric of n+1 dimensional rotating solution with The metric of n+1 dimensional rotating solution with 
cylindrical or cylindrical or toroidaltoroidal horizons and k rotation parameters horizons and k rotation parameters 
can be written as (can be written as (AwadAwad 2003):2003):

where where a_{i}'sa_{i}'s are k=[n/2] rotation parameters.are k=[n/2] rotation parameters.
The  functions The  functions f(rf(r) and ) and R(rR(r) should be determined. ) should be determined. 
The angular coordinates are in the range 0 < The angular coordinates are in the range 0 < φφ _{i} <2 _{i} <2 ππ ..
dX^2  is the Euclidean metric on the (ndX^2  is the Euclidean metric on the (n--kk--1)1)--dimensional  dimensional  
submanifoldsubmanifold with volume  with volume  ΣΣ _{n_{n--kk--1}. 1}. 



The Maxwell equation can be integrated immediately The Maxwell equation can be integrated immediately 
to giveto give

where  q,  is an integration constant related to the where  q,  is an integration constant related to the 
electric charge of the electric charge of the branebrane..
In order to solve the system of equations for three In order to solve the system of equations for three 

unknown functions f(r), R(r)  and  unknown functions f(r), R(r)  and  ΦΦ(r), we make the (r), we make the 
anzatsanzats



One can easily show that  above field equations have One can easily show that  above field equations have 
solutions of the form.solutions of the form.

where b and  m are arbitrary constant andwhere b and  m are arbitrary constant and
In order to fully satisfy the system of equations, we In order to fully satisfy the system of equations, we 
must havemust have



Properties of solutions Properties of solutions 

αα=0 : the solution reduces to asymptotically (A)=0 : the solution reduces to asymptotically (A)dSdS
charged rotating black charged rotating black branesbranes..
n=3: the solution reduces to the fourn=3: the solution reduces to the four--dimensional dimensional 

charged rotating charged rotating dilatondilaton black  strings.black  strings.
The The spacetimespacetime is neither asymptotically flat nor is neither asymptotically flat nor 

(A)(A)dSdS..
TheThe Kretschmann Kretschmann and and RicciRicci    scalarscalarss  divergediverge atat  rr  =0, =0, 

they arethey are finite forfinite for  rr  ≠≠  0 and go to 0 and go to zero  at infinity. zero  at infinity. 
Thus, there is an essentialThus, there is an essential  singularity located at rsingularity located at r  ==  0.0.
  αα = = √√ n : we have no solution.n : we have no solution.



αα >>√√n : at infinity the dominant term is the second term, n : at infinity the dominant term is the second term, 
and therefore the and therefore the spacetimespacetime has a cosmological horizon has a cosmological horizon 
for positive values of the mass parameter m, despite the for positive values of the mass parameter m, despite the 
sign of the cosmological constant sign of the cosmological constant ΛΛ..

αα < < √√n : at infinity the dominant term is the first term and n : at infinity the dominant term is the first term and 
we have a cosmological horizon if we have a cosmological horizon if ΛΛ>0 and no >0 and no 
cosmological horizon if cosmological horizon if ΛΛ<0.<0.

αα < < √√n and n and ΛΛ<0 : we have black <0 : we have black branebrane solutions.solutions.

One can obtain the casual structure by finding the roots One can obtain the casual structure by finding the roots 
of f(r)=0. Unfortunately, it is not possible to find of f(r)=0. Unfortunately, it is not possible to find 
explicitly the location of horizons for an arbitrary value of explicitly the location of horizons for an arbitrary value of 
αα..



III. Thermodynamics of black III. Thermodynamics of black branebrane

The temperature  and   The temperature  and   ii’’thth component of angular component of angular 
velocity of the horizon arevelocity of the horizon are

The temperature is negative for the two cases:The temperature is negative for the two cases:
i) i) αα >>√√n  despite the sign of n  despite the sign of ΛΛ. . 

ii) ii) ΛΛ>0 despite the value of >0 despite the value of αα..



The finite stressThe finite stress--energy tensor in (n+1)energy tensor in (n+1)--dimensional dimensional 
EinsteinEinstein--dilatondilaton gravity with gravity with LiouvilleLiouville--type potential type potential 
may be written asmay be written as

For For αα=0 , the  l_{=0 , the  l_{effeff}  reduces to  l^2=}  reduces to  l^2=--n(nn(n--1)/21)/2ΛΛ of the of the 
(A)(A)dSdS spacetimesspacetimes. . 
The first two terms is the variation of the action with The first two terms is the variation of the action with 
respect to  respect to  γγ ^{^{abab}, and the last term is the }, and the last term is the countertermcounterterm
which removes the divergences.which removes the divergences.



To compute the conserved charges of the To compute the conserved charges of the spacetimespacetime, , 
one should choose a one should choose a spacelikespacelike surface surface ВВ in       with in       with 
metric metric σσ{{ijij}.}.
Then, the Then, the quasilocalquasilocal mass and angular momentum can mass and angular momentum can 
be written asbe written as

where where σσ is the determinant of the metric is the determinant of the metric σσ{{ijij}. }. 
n^{an^{a} is the unit normal vector, (                  ) and } is the unit normal vector, (                  ) and 
(                   ) are (                   ) are timeliketimelike and rotational Killing  vector and rotational Killing  vector 
fields on the boundary fields on the boundary ВВ . . 

M∂

φς ∂∂= /
t∂∂= /ξ



Denoting the volume of the Denoting the volume of the hypersurfacehypersurface boundary at boundary at 
constant t and r by  V_{nconstant t and r by  V_{n--1}=(21}=(2ππ )^{k})^{k}ΣΣ _{n_{n--kk--1}, 1}, 
the mass and angular momentum per unit volume the mass and angular momentum per unit volume 
V_{nV_{n--1} of the black 1} of the black branesbranes ((αα < < √√n ) can be  n ) can be  
calculatedcalculated

For a_{i}=0, the angular momentum per unit volume For a_{i}=0, the angular momentum per unit volume 
vanishes, and therefore a_{i}'s are the rotational vanishes, and therefore a_{i}'s are the rotational 
parameters of the parameters of the spacetimespacetime..



Black hole/Black hole/branebrane entropy typically satisfies the so entropy typically satisfies the so 
called area law, which states that the entropy of called area law, which states that the entropy of 
the black hole equals onethe black hole equals one-- quarter of the area of its quarter of the area of its 
horizon. the entropy per unit volume V_{nhorizon. the entropy per unit volume V_{n--1} of 1} of 
the black the black branebrane isis



Next, we calculate the electric charge of the Next, we calculate the electric charge of the 
solutions. To determine the electric field we should solutions. To determine the electric field we should 
consider the projections of the electromagnetic field consider the projections of the electromagnetic field 
tensor on special tensor on special hypersurfaceshypersurfaces. . Then the electric Then the electric 
field is field is 

and the electric charge per unit volume V_{nand the electric charge per unit volume V_{n--1} can 1} can 
be found by calculating the flux of the electric field be found by calculating the flux of the electric field 
at infinity, yieldingat infinity, yielding



The electric potential U, measured at infinity with The electric potential U, measured at infinity with 
respect to the horizon, is defined by respect to the horizon, is defined by 

where  where  χχ is the null generators of the event horizon is the null generators of the event horizon 
givengiven

The vector potential A_{μ } corresponding to 
electromagnetic tensor, can be written as



Therefore the electric potential may be obtained asTherefore the electric potential may be obtained as

Finally, we consider the first law of thermodynamics for 
the black brane. Although it is difficult to obtain the 
mass M as a function of the extensive quantities  S, J 
and Q  for an arbitrary values of  αα , but one can show 
numerically that the thermodynamic quantities 
calculated in this section satisfy the first law of 
thermodynamics



ConclusionsConclusions
Unfortunately, exact rotating solutions to the Einstein Unfortunately, exact rotating solutions to the Einstein 
equation coupled to matter fields are difficult to find equation coupled to matter fields are difficult to find 
except in a limited number of cases.except in a limited number of cases.
Indeed, no explicit rotating charged black hole solutions Indeed, no explicit rotating charged black hole solutions 
have been found except for some have been found except for some dilatondilaton coupling such as coupling such as 
αα = = √√3 or 3 or αα = 1.= 1.
For general For general dilatondilaton coupling, the properties of charged coupling, the properties of charged 
dilatondilaton black holes have been investigated only for black holes have been investigated only for 
rotating solutions with infinitesimally small angular rotating solutions with infinitesimally small angular 
momentum or small charge.momentum or small charge.
Till now, charged rotating Till now, charged rotating dilatondilaton black hole/black hole/branebrane
solutions for an arbitrary coupling constant in more than solutions for an arbitrary coupling constant in more than 
four dimensions has not been constructed. four dimensions has not been constructed. 



We constructed a class of (n+1)We constructed a class of (n+1)--dmensionaldmensional charged charged 
rotating rotating dilatondilaton black black branebrane solutions with solutions with LiouvilleLiouville--type type 
potentials .potentials .
These solutions are neither asymptotically flat nor These solutions are neither asymptotically flat nor 

(A)(A)dSdS. . 
In the presence of In the presence of LiouvilleLiouville--type potential, we obtained type potential, we obtained 

exact solutions provided  exact solutions provided  αα ≠≠ √√n and  n and  ββ =2=2αα /(n/(n--1).1).
We also computed the conserved and thermodynamics We also computed the conserved and thermodynamics 
quantities of the (n+1)quantities of the (n+1)--dimensional rotating charged dimensional rotating charged 
black black branebrane, and found that they satisfy the first law of , and found that they satisfy the first law of 
thermodynamicsthermodynamics



Current researchCurrent research

Investigation ofInvestigation of    the stability of the above the stability of the above 
solutions.solutions.
Magnetic rotating solutions in n+1 dimensionalMagnetic rotating solutions in n+1 dimensional
EMdEMd gravity.gravity.
Exact rotating solutions in n+1 dimensionalExact rotating solutions in n+1 dimensional
GaussGauss--Bonnet Bonnet dilatondilaton gravitygravity



and and 
Thank you very much for Thank you very much for 

your attentionyour attention
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